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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Much has been done since World War II to propagate
and develop instructional aids for general education.

Many

of these have been specifically designed to fit the industrial arts areas.

However, some industrial arts instructors

seem unaware of the possibilities inherent in instructional
aids.
I.

THE PROBLEM

This paper, then, is an attempt to (1) describe
and evaluate several specific teaching aids and (2) use
these examples to show some possible roles of teaching
aids in industrial arts.

II.

LIMITATIONS

The discussion in this paper has been confined to
several selected teaching aids.

The criteria for selection

will be found in the section on instructional aids.

The material presented is derived from research
materials and is designed to be only a summarizatio.n o.f a
limited amount of literature on the subject.
It should be noted that this paper is not an attempt
to compile an all-inclusive collection, nor is it an attempt
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to prescribe for all instructors.

It should be considered

only a small part of a much more extensive area.
III.

TERMINOLOGY

Industrial Arts
-----------The Enczclopedia 2£ Educational Research defines
industrial arts as "an area of general education that is
concerned with modern industry and its products, the worker
and his problems, and the recreational use of tools and
materials."

(9:688)

In this paper, however, industrial arts refers only
to that part which applies to secondary education.
Secondary education includes only the high school and
junior high school.

As such, the definition does not in-

clude teacher education programs, trade schools,
vocational schools, and industrial education programs.
~~tfU£tional_!~
In this paper the term instructional aid will refer
to any contrivance specifically designed to assist its
user to further clarify or explain a specific concept or
an operation pertinent to an existing problem.
The term does not include such 'aids' as are
generally spoken of as administrative or organizational
aids.
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In this paper the term 'teaching aid' is used
interchangeably with instructional aid.
Instructional aids will be further broken down
into the following three areas:
Pupi1_2E~rated aid.

This will refer to any aid

operated primarily by students for independent study.
These could be called participation aids.
!eac?~~- o~r~~-1!~•

This includes the aids

operated primarily by the teacher.

These could be called

presentation aids.
Teach!E_~pupi~.operated aid.

These aids are ones

which are demonstrated by the teacher and are then used
by the pupils for independent study.
Audio-Visual A!2
The term is here used very generally to refer to
all aids which are usually thought of as less symbolic
than the written or spoken word alone.
The writer's narrow definition of teaching or
instructional aids will be considered as a part of the
whole area of audio-visual aids.

The writer assumes that

all values credited to general education will also apply
to the industrial arts area.

CHAPTER II
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
The importance of this study may best be shown by
developing a logical sequence to show (1) the need for
audio-visual aids in general education, and (2) how that
need is as great or greater in the industrial arts area.
Audio-Visual Aids In General Education
---------------·----As this paper includes only one phase of the large
area of audio-visual aids, it might be well to include a
definition of audio-visual materials in general.
Dale and others define them as follows:
The term audio-visual aids is employed as a
designation for a wide range of instructional
1t1aterials and devices that are less symbolic than
printed words--field trips, demonstrations,
dramatizations, synthetic devices (contrived
experiences), objects, specimens, models and
exhibits, sound motion pictures, television,
silent motion pictures, sound film strips, radiorecordings, stereograpbs, lantern slides and
film strips, flat pictures, charts, maps, graphs,
and diagrams. (6:84)
In conjunction with this broad description they
have compiled a list of claims, "supported by research,"
which can be made for properly used audio-visual materials.

1.

They supply a concrete basis for conceptual
thinking and hence reduce meaningless wordresponses of students.

2.

They have a high degree of interest for
students.
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3.

They supply the necessary basis for developmental learning and hence make learning more
permanent.

4.

They offer a reality of experience which
stimulates self-activity on the part of pupils.

5.

They develop a continuity of thought; this is
especially true of motion pictures.

6.

They contribute to growth of meaning and hence
to vocabulary development.

7.

They provide experiences not easily secured by
other materials and contribute to the efficency,
depth, and variety of learning. (6:84-94)

Others too, have written about the wide uses for
audio-visual aids, and have defined and categorized them
in various ways.

Weaver and Bollinger, for instance, have

classified audio-visual aids by the general characteristics
of the particular aid.

(29:4)

They divide visual aids

into several types with accompanying evaluations which are
paraphrased as follows:
Tho~~-2f actu!!_£!~li~l•

This would include all

real items such as machines, tools, cutaways, animals,
plauts, microscopic slides, and others.

The aids so placed

under this heading are said to be of the greatest value
for the following reasons:
1.

Students may better involve the five senses
in learning.

2.

The learner is better able to participate in
learning with a give and take situation.
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3.

There is less likely to be misrepresentations
either by the teacher or by the substitute used.

4.

Motivation for learning is generally at its
highest.

Actual reality aids may have the following disadvantages:
l.

~ossible danger to the students with chemicals
in batteries, sharp edges, infected or vicious
animals and other hazards.

2.

The cost of the real thing is usually higher
than substitutes.

3.

Often too mu~h space is required for displaying
the real object. Most schools are not equipped
to house elephants or fighter planes.

4.

Time is another important factor. Much time
could be wasted waiting for a plant to grow,
a calf to feed, or a tree to be made into
furniture.

!ho~~-2!--E!!~.2=£!81~.

Under this heading would

fit the dioramas, the models aud mock-ups, or the scale
working model.
The chief advantages of this ty·pe aid are:
l.

Overall cost is lower. A mock-up may be used
over and over and does not need to be returned
to a regular service routine.

2.

Availability is greater.

3.

Time may be reduced.

4.

Danger may be excluded.

5.

Special parts of the object may be emphasized.

6.

Simplification of complicated parts may be
achieved.
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Some disadvantages are:
1.

Misrepresentation may result from poorly
constructed substitutes.

2.

The teacher may have difficulty explaining
and operating the objects.

3.

Use and transportation of materials may be
cumbersome.

4.

Materials may require much storage room.

Those_of Eiqt~riaLrealism.

This group would

include drawings, photos, motion pictures, filmstrips and
slides.
The advantages are:
1.

A great deal of information can be condensed
into a short viewing period.

2.

~resentation of material is better controlled.

3.

Selection of material is better controlled.

4.

Danger is excluded.

5.

Cost is usually much less per viewing.

6.

Storage of materials is convenient.

7.

Projection of materials gives students
'front seats'.

The chief disadvantages for this type are:
l.

Misrepresentation and misconception are more
frequent.

2.

A greater previous knowledge is needed by
learners.

3.

Projected materials require special equipment
both for projection and for room preparation.
The disadvantage is that either the classroom must be darkened or the group moved.
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4.

In most cases the material to be included in
films and filmstrips is predetermined and no
choice is given to the user as to what should
be included.

~2£~al symb9ll.2!!!•

This last category would

include symbols found in graphs, schematic drawings,
diagrams and other such aids.
The main advantages are:
1.

There is an even greater condensing of
information possible.

2.

Uomplete concepts may be represented by one
symbol, thus writing time is cut to a minimum.

3.

Most presentations can be made on the
chalkboard.

4.

The cost is usually negligible.

The chief disadvantages are:
1.

There is required an extensive background
preparation for understanding.

2.

This type generally cannot be used in the
lower grades.

3.

Motivation is generally much lower.

For proper selecting of audio-visual aids it is
well to predetermine objectives in education and attempt

to formulate guidelines.
question should be asked:

In selecting aids the following
What is the purpose of education?

According to Roberts, "The primary purpose of
education is to develop our young people into happy,
useful and successful ci-tizens."

(22:5)
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Other questions should follow this:
Do

present programs work toward this primary purpose?

To fulfill this purpose, what factors should
instructors consider most important?
What is the teacher's role in the attainment of
this purpose?
The Wisconsin Cooperative Planning Committee lists
these factors as important in the learning process.

(32:9)

1.

Society and education are dynamic and
democratic.

2.

The learner is a behaving organism.and active
participant in his own education.

3.

The learning process is continuous, interactive, purposeful experiencing.

4.

The teacher is a participating guide.

To be a "participating guide" and avoid becoming
'spoonfeeders' of facts only, educators can link the facts
to a concrete basis.

The more abstract a concept is the

more concrete the foundation of presentation should be.
Some educators may not be aware of the percent of
learning time which can be affected by visual teaching aids.
In regard to this Weaver and Bollinger make this
statement:
It has been claimed by some military leaders that
40 percent of instructional time is saved by the
use of visual methods •••• psychologists say 85
percent of human knowledge is absorbed through
the sense of sight. (29:2)
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If the reader can find no flaw in these estimates
he should readily accept the following statement from the
YE!!~£§it~ 2f Q!!i~ago ~rboo~ edited by Nelson B. Henry:
It is generally agreed that the conspicuous success
of the armed forces in the use of audio-visual
methods in their emergency training programs contributed
notably to the heightened interest of leaders in
education in more extensive and more systematic
exploration of the values of these procedures in
normal classroom situations. (11:VJ
This ttbeightened interesttt has resulted in much
written work as well as considerable reseerch in industry
and education.

The results of the research in these areas

have been the modern films, charts, graphs, models, and
other materials, along with various types of projection
equipment.
As with any

good thing there apparently are some

dangers involved in the use of audio-visual aids.

The main

ones with which this paper is concerned are (1) misconception,
(2) misuse, and (3) oversimplificption.
Dale, warns of the "dangers in misconception and
misuse."

He also states the dangers of oversimplification

as follows:
Ever present are the dangers of oversimplifying.
It is true that we cannot begin a learning task by
raising all the important questions--we must select
a few so as to make a manageable start. (5:63)
1.

Dal-a is referring to the idea that humans tend

to accept the "85 percent" that they see.

If the learner
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has, for instance, never seen an electron (and this should
be a valid presumption). an expanded model of the same is
apt to leave him with the impression that all electrons are
the size o! small cork balls or pieces of wire.

The answer

to this, supposedly, is to clarify the relationship
between the real and the model even though it may be quite
clear to the instructor.
2.

The !act that many instructors are guilty of

misuse of audio-visual aids.

He is not referring to the

physical abuse suffered by these materials, but to the
time wasted both in useless presentations and the time spent
correcting erroneous ideas developed by misuse.

Perh

the greatest misuse is the use which is preceded by little
or no preparation.

1viany aids are so designed that they

require the interpretation of the instructor.

~esides the

time wasted by this substitution for planned activities,
the student learns more of the same type of information
mentioned in ll) above •.

3.

The problem of oversimplifying presentation.

This can be done to the point that the student cannot
picture the aid as a part of the whole.

Another danger

is that the learner is apt to feel his intelligence
insulted or simply become bored.
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-Dr. Conant concluded, after his tour of United

Audio-visual Aids In Industrial Arts
-·----·
---------· .......

States high schools, that industrial arts education should
be more concerned with the slow reader in the high schools.
(30:18)

Does this mean then that industrial arts should

be designed for the slow reader?

If so, does this also

mean that the industrial arts instruction should be
developed from a nonverbal basis?
What do instructors say about the need for
teaching aids?

Some !eel that teaching aids are more

trouble than value, some are indifferent, and some feel
they have a definite place.

G. R. Lawson states:
Audio-visuals represent one direct and valuable
approach to better courses in ind~strial education •••
Classrooms and shops should have access to and room
to utilize basic equipment; electrical outlets and
dimming devices should be available, and display
areas should be defined. (16:39)
In commenting on the need for teaching aids in
shops, E. M. Brown states:
At the same time the weakness of the general shop
is that one teacher cannot possibly teach many
things at once. The need, then, is to aid the
instructor with devices that will really instruct.
(2:270)

What evidence has been collected to show the part
of teaching aids in industrial arts?

To show the extent

to which they are used, the following report is included.
The report appeared in the April, 1962, issue of the
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Industrial Arts and Vocational Education magazine.
------ -- ----The report titled, "Industrial Education and A-V
Aids," was done by Dr. Richard M. Simon, Assistant to tbe
President and Professor of Education, ~arsons College,
Fairfield, Iowa.

Dr. Simon, to determine how extensively audiovisual teaching aids are available and used in industrial
education programs, surveyed a group of industrial educators
in Muncie and Delaware Counties, Indiana.

Certain aspects

of the results of the study indicated:
Of the 14 different types of visual aids considered
--camera, demonstration, field t~ips, flannelgraph,
magnetic board, mock-ups, model, motion picture,
opaque projector, project chart, "reflectoscope,"
slide, and television--12 were available in one or
more of the school shops. Demonstrations--class
and group, and individual--motion pictures, models,
and field trips far exceeded all the other forms
of visual aids in both their availability and their
use by the I-E teachers queried.
According to the study, it appears that appropriate
attention to the inadequacy of the influence of such
instructiDnal aids might be more closely adapted into
the I-~ curriculum of the school area studies in
order to make "amorphous materials more easily
comprehensive" to the beginning student. Even though
the machines and instruments are available in the
area surveyed, a lack of consistent responses in
frequency of "times used" seems to indicate that
they are not being utilized to any extent by the
majority of the teachers responding to the
questionnaire.
THE CASE FOR A-V AIDS
In view of this moderate acceptance of A-V aids
Dr. Simon

by industrial educators, the study by
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points out that visual materials are useful for
giving foundation and reorientation material, correcting and intensifying impressions, and giving reality
to the subject being studied. Properly organized
instruction with visual materials being a supplemental,
yet essential, part of that instruction will eliminate
a great deal of the wasted time and effort of both
the industrial education instructor and the pupil,
through intensifying the interest of the child and
increasing the efficiency of the instruction.

Dr. Simon concludes the recommendations of his
research on audio-visuals and industrial educators
with the statement to the effect that the success
in using visual aids depends upon what has taken
place both before and after their use. "In this
study no effort was made to evaluate the effectiveness of the method of presentation. To answer such
questions would require a mucµ deeper study ••• (12:25)
An

overall perspective of the study may be achieved

by studying Figure l.

Neither the report nor this paper

assumes that these statistics would apply to all situations.

FIGURE 1.

FREQUENCY OF USE OF VISUAL AIDS

IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION
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it-No number given by respondent, only a mark.

CHAPT:m III
THE SELECTED INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
QEJ:teria For_q~l.ection

Wittich and Schuller state:
Audio-visual materials should be selected or
rejected in terms of how well they perform their
intended function. (33:454)
They further suggest that the following factors
be considered in selecting aids:
1.

Accvracy and authenticity of the information.

2.

Suitability for the grade level in terms of
vocabulary, pace, and general understandability.

3.

Mechanical excellence of sound, vocabulary,
co Lor, and other general "see and hear"
factors. (33:454)

J. W. Brown, and others, add a fourth point,

evaluating the aid for its Yn1gue_ady!n~!S!•

(3:40)

E. M. Brown found that most aids were "shipwrecked"
on one or more of the following requirements o! the
"perfect" teaching aid:
1.

It must be instantly and continuously available
to one student or many and not block the use
of other aids.

2.

It must not depend upon words tor instruction
yet so instruct the beginner that every step
is crystal clear to him.

3.

It must be light in weight and easy to carry.

4.

It must be entirely complete in itself.
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It must be permanent, easily taken out and
put away, and be reasonable in cost. (2:270)
The general concensus o! audio-visual educators
would tend to coincide with the one expressed by Weaver

and Bollinger :
Design and make only those visual aids !or which
a definite need exists, that is, some difficulty has
been encountered or anticipated in conveying an idea
or point to the learner. A need exists when the
learner cannot clearly follow some procedure which
you have just explained or demonstrated, when the
learner fails to comprehend some principle or
theory you have presented, or when the instruction
time becomes unnecessarily long and drawn out.
Visual aids in themselves are not necessarily
valuable unless they help the teacher accomplish
something that would be more difficult and time
consu~ing without their use. (29:119)
These four authorities do parallel each other in
their basic requirements for selection of instructional
aids.

The same requirements or their equivalents may well

be used !or the selection of any teaching materials.
The aids included in this paper were selected by
filling the preceding requirements, and because they
exemplify three main uses of teaching aids.

This in no

way assumes that any aid can have only one role, nor that

any one aid is always better than another.

Each aid may

have a greater value for a specific teaching need and can
thus be said to play a particular role in teaching.
~~her 0Eera t e~__ ;A;C!!'
This group includes any aids that are used
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primarily by the teacher in his lecture, demonstration,
or dramatization as an addition to the regular presentation.
Qye£!!;! ~ransparenc;r.

Overhead transparencies,.

and the projectors used, have several advantages which
make them popular in industrial arts.
The average shop is often difficult to darken.
With the overhead a reasonably good picture can be seen
even in daylight.
Industrial arts instruction incorporates demonstrations which require additional explanations, preliminary
diagrams, or other chalkboard work.

The overhead allows

the teacher to face the class and, if desired, work from
the demonstration area.

This cuts out or shortens the

time wasted in moving from handsaw or finish room to the
chalkboard and back again.

Yet, this practice will give

variety and new approaches to the presentation.
Overheads are designed to project transparent materials.
One of the most useful transparencies is the overlay made
by the dry ammonia process. 1
The three part overlay (Figure 2) is designed to
show the three basic steps used in a beginning mechanical
1 The dry ammonia
work. Several materials
for temporary marking of
of both processes may be

process is used for permanent
such as grease pencils can be used
acetate film. A discussion
found in Brown. (3:436-437)
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drawing class.

The base sheet is made up of only the

borderline and nameplate details, the second sheet corisists
of the object without dimensions, and the third shows only
dimensions.

Each sheet has been done in a different color

to emphasize the component parts when the overlay is
used in its entirety.
Industrial arts has many concepts and understandings which can be taught much better and more quickly by
the use of overlays.

The relationships of current,

voltage and power can be very clearly shown in an overlay
depicting their sine waves.

The several steps of a single

process such as cutting a joint, can be clearly shown in
proper relationship with an overlay.
The use of overlays, and transparencies in
general, is unlimited.

The variety of possibilities depends

solely upon the resourcefulness of the user.
Recording_taEe•

One of the more versatile but

least used instructional aids for industrial arts is the
recording tape.

The recorder may well serve special

functions in industrial arts.

It may be used by the teacher

to set up individual step-by-step instructions in place
of job sheets or for demonstrations on an individual basis.
Recordings may be used in the classroom to demonstrate
what sounds indicate misuse or malfunction of a power saw,
planer, or other power equipment.

If the sound of a
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bandsaw in a bind is recorded and played back to students
who are viewing the burned edges of the piece cut, the
student will be more familiar with the danger signs.

In some instances the instructor finds himself
short of time and cannot take class time to give indi~idual

If the test is recorded

oral tests or make-up oral tests.

by tbe teacher and played back by the student, normal
work activities can be carried on.

The tape recorder is usually considered to be a
teacher operated aid, but could be used by students
The instructor may wish to

checked out on its operation.

have students record interviews with businessmen, trade
workers, or industrial leaders.

Then, by playing back,

the entire class, in effect, receives a- first-hand. interview.
For this use the class should first discuss the interview
so that the chosen interviewer will know what questions

would normally be asked if the class could interview
first-hand.
Another method for aiding students with taping is
discussed by Knox.

(15:120)

He feels that the tape

recorder can be an extremely useful motivating tool both
in industrial arts and in general education.

He has

found it to be very useful for student-made tests and
had this to say a.bout panel discussions:
Papel discussions were recorded and played back
to the students involved in order that they might
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be made more aware of weaknesses in their discussion
procedure and techniques. (15:120)

~~~l- 2~~~-~~ilitl board. Most instructors at one
time or another find that they are short of board space

either for bull~tin boards, chalkboards, pegboards or for
various types of display board areas.

If the instructor

does have adequate boards he is still usually plagued
with the problem of conveniently locating the boards.

To solve both the board shortage problem and the
placement problem as well, Wilbur L. Meyer has developed
a lazy susan utility board (Figure 3).

(17:37)

He has

combined several different types of boards together to
save space and greatly improve versatility.

The utility

board can be used on any eye-level desk or table.

The

frame holds magnet boards, chalkboards, pegboards,
flannel boards, corkboards, or special permanent circuit
panels and charts.
One advantage of the lazy susan is that it groups
all materials within a small area and thus concentrates
attention in one area.

Distraction is also cut down by

the minimum of teacher movement.

With the utility

board the instructor is able to use a greater variety o!
materials in a smaller area and with less time.
The construction is very simple, but requires some
accuracy to make all components interchangeable.

Although
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the material may be varied considerably, the basic method
shown will give good results.

This construction allows

for storage of extra materials such as pegboard hooks,
chalk, felt figures, magnets, and thumbtacks.
House model.

The model house shown is another aid

which may serve various functions (Figure 4).

It may be

used by the instructor to show the various parts of a
house.

The house is constructed from wood and cardboard

and rests on a~ .. plywood base.

The roof is removable

so that the internal construction of beams and walls, and
the placement of doors can easily be pointed out.

FIGURE

HOVI£

+.

MOOIL
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Another function of the model is that the student
can remove parts and study them to determine size
relationships, styling, and room organization.
In selecting any model or mock-up such as this
house, there are some characteristics which the user
should look for.

(33:200)

l.

They are three-dimensional.

2.

They reduce large objects or enlarge small
objects to a size convenient for observation.

3.

They provide interior views of objects which
are normally covered or otherwise impossible
to view.

4.

Nonessentials are removed so that fundamentals
can be more readily observed.

5.

Models accent important features and minimize
less important features.

6.

The most useful models can be taken apart
and put together again.

If the main body of the unit being taught is
design, there will be less need for inside detail.

If

framing is stressed, perhaps a roofless model would do.
The selection should be made on the basis of how well the
aid fills the particular need.
~!an~::1£2!L!Ock-~E•

The fifth aid in the teacher-

operated category is the mock-up of a plane iron tFigure 5).
It was cut on the handsaw from four inch wide stock.
Students can better visualize tools and parts of
tools if they have a mock-up to show them assembly methods
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and part relationships .

The actual thing could as easily

be shown, but the advantage still remains that the danger
to students c an be eliminated .

Also, the mock-up is much

larger and can be viewed by the entire class at one time .

,a,u"&
PLANE •IAON

s.

~OCK•UP

A mock-up such as this has the same general
advantages as a model .

The chief difference between the

models and mock-ups is that a model is thought to be an
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accurate scaling down or up of an object in its entir~~Y,
while a mock-up usually shows only a portion of the object
or a relationship of several parts such as an electrical
circuit.

Construction may be done in such a way that only

a certain part is emphasized.

Some parts may even be out

o:f proportion.

!!acher-Pupi;!•. 9EE:Fa ted Alli
The second grouping of aids consists of those
which perform a dual role.

They are first demonstrated

by the teacher and are then made available to the student
for further clarification of certain concepts.
Cam wbe~l mock-up.

The cam wheel mock-up,

illustrated in Figure 6, is designed to perform two basic
functions:
1.

It demonstrates one method of converting
circular motion to linear motion.

2.

It shows why the length of each stroke is
equal to twice the radius of the cam.

The aid is constructed mostly of wood.

The shafts

are made from j2t1 birch doweling, the wheels used are
turned from~" clear pine, and they are mounted on¾"
plywood.
After cutting the necessary parts and assembling
the aid, the entire aid should be painted.

Care should be

taken to contrast the colors so that they will emphasize
the more important parts.
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The aid may be built to any desired size depending
upon the room and group sizes.

The scales marked in

inches on both the cam wheel and the guide platform clearly
illustrate the comparison of linear and circular motion.
For additional understanding the students may be required
to determine the length of stroke for given cam settings.
1.

Radius----1"
Stroke----?

2.

Radius----212"
Stroke----?

Students can then be asked to draw a conclusion
concerning the relationship between the radius and the
stroke.
With some changes or additional explanation, this
aid can very well be used in power mechanics to illustrate
the principle of both the crankshaft and the camshaft.
Application may also be made to the internal parts
of a jigsaw.
Board foot calc~1~~2£•

A second teacher-pupil aid

is the board foot calculator (Figure?).

It is first

demonstrated by the teacher to show one method of board
foot calculation and shows as well the basis of operation
for some simple types of calculators.

Later, the student

may need to investigate further these methods.

The aid

should help in learning longhand calculation and the student
will also become familiar with the more common sized stock
used.

,1GURS. 7.

I0AI.O t:0OT C.ALC.ULI\TO~
A typical learning situation could be developed

by giving the students board foot problems on paper, and
then direct them to check the answers on the calculator.
The operation of this calculator is indicated by
Broadbent:

(1:24-26)

In use the answer is found in one hundredths of
a board foot by twirling either knob until the
desired width shows along the top edge of the plastic
guide. The answer is then seen above the desired
length. Since it is figured to the hundredth,
multiples of the lengths or the board feet of several
pieces of the same length can be accurately figured
by simple multiplication. The answer can then be
rounded off to the nearest tenth or whole number
according to the user's wishes.
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To construct the calculator either a heavy cardboard linoleum tube or a solid wooden core may be used.
If cardboard is used, solid wooden plugs must be used to

fill in the ends.

A simple wooden U-frame can be made with

hardwood dowels used foi: the spindles and either a knob or
crank-type handle placed outside the frame.
The chart which is glued to the core should be
made from heavy, white, hard~surfaced paper.
can then be done with India ink.

_____

The numbering

The completed aid should

then be sprayed with a clear plastic or lacquer finish.
Steel chart.
,

The third teacher-pupil aid, shown

in Figure 8, is a three-dimensional chart developed to
show the various states of beat treating tool steel.

It

has enlarged end views of a steel rod as it would appear
in three different stages of hardening.
By showing the crystalization of the rod first,
as annealed, cold metal; second, as bot metal; and third,
as cooled, hardened metal, the teacher can explain how the
structure is formed, and why it is important.

The aid is

useful not only in units on commercial production, but
'

also in class work where a particular hardening job can
be compared to the qhart.
Along with each view is given a short general
summary of the process necessary to bring the steel to
that particular stage.

PU TTING The 'STARCH.
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IN STEEL
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tHART

One of the chief advantages of this chart and one
which applies to charts in general, is the economy found
in its production.

All that is needed is corrugated

cardboard, construction paper, and if desired, tape to
bind the edges.

By using two sizes of concentric circles

for each view, the face of the cardboard can be made to
stand out.
Threa~ries and conversion whlli·

The thread

series and conversion wheel lFigure 9) has many of the same
advantages as the board foot calculator.

It should first

be demonstrated by the teacher and then used . by students
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as a tool.

The wheel can be used in metals classes for

selecting drills, or in drawing classes to convert fractions
to decimal equivalents.

Other applicati ons can be made

of the conversion part of the chart.

flGURE

9.

THMAO 5£1\IES AND COWYEI\SI0N \VM£1L
The thread series part of the chart is set up to
show three things.
1.

The desired number of national coarse threads
per inch.

2.

The size tap to use.

3.

The size tap drill needed to drill for the
desired size tap.
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To operate the chart, simply turn the smaller wheel
until it is directly below the numerator of the larger
wheel.

The converted figure can then be read through the

slot marked decimal equivalent.
For using the mational coarse thread series numbers,
simply spin the wheel until the desired thread is found,
and select the proper size drills for the job.
A heavy, white tagboard is best for constructing
the chart because India ink will contrast well.

A spray

coat of plastic !inish will protect the board and make it
easy to clean.

E~!~!!!.2£~=!!.E·

By the time students reach the

junior high school level teachers expect them to be familiar
with the common measurements such as yard, foot, and inch.
However, many Junior high and many high school students
still have much trouble developing an understanding of
fractional measurements.
To

help solve this problem the teacher can construct

a rule breakdown (Figure 10).
cut from l" clear pine.

The separate sections are

They are bored to fit the ]2,.

birch dowels which are fastened to the mahogany frame.

The

two types of wood help to contrast and thus emphasize the

important part of the aid.
With this aid a student may be checked out on his
proficiency with reading a rule.

Individual testing may

be done by setting up a set of problems and having the
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RULE MOCK-UP
students move the aid parts to the proper position to

register the answer.
In use the instructor demonstrates and discusses
the rule breakdown and how this particular system is
broken into sixteenths while others may have a base of
twelve or ten.

After discussion the student is allowed to

work with the aid.
Pupil Operated Aids
A third category of aids consists of those which
are here grouped as pupil operated aids ,

Although these
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aids may be used by the instructor they are more apt to be
used by students for their self-teaching aspects.
Tool reC.£S!!ition b~~-

One pupil operated aid

is the tool recognition board (Figure 11).

(21:186)

This board with its "I Have A Name" heading is one of the
more favorable ways to bring new interests in tools and
their proper naming.
Although it was developed primarily for handicraft
classes with their many stamps and hammers, a littl~
adaptation will make it useful for any industrial arts class.
In use, the tools are placed in the special holder
with no tag in place.

After one or more days the name

tag is inserted and discussion follows.

Ysing this method

Roberts found that student interest was extremely
high.

(21:186)
For further value the display board information

may be the basis of testing.

As each tool is placed on

the board, material should be made available for
identification.

After .several tools have been displayed

and discussed, testing

may follow.

The tool identification board can be designed with
freeform shapes and cut from plywood.
will depend upon individual needs.

The size of board

Assemble the board and

construct a holder as illustrated, or design one to fit
special needs.

The wording can be cut from wood or lettered
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with India ink.

A finishing nail will suffice to hold the

tool identification tag.
As with other aids, selection of pleasing and
contrasting colors is important.

The student should be

attracted by color~ as well as shapes, to the centers of
attention.
Log-sawin5 aid.

The aid which perhaps tells the

most by saying the least is the "How a Log is Sawed" aid
(Figure 12).

The aid was made to show the two ways a

log is sawed.

Beyond this it shows at least three

secondary points:
1.

An end view to show the basic layers of a
tree.

2.

One type of saw used, the shape of its
teeth and its positioning in the wood.

3.

What quarter and plain-sawed specimens
look like when dried, planed, and finished.

To construct this aid it is best to first visit
a sawmill and procure the log section.
saw the section as shown.

Some companies will

If not, the instructor can

saw his own on a handsaw.
The blade for this aid was cut from solid wood
stock, but proved to be too fragile.

Better results may

be obtained by using plywood.
The backing for such a heavy section should be
~" plywood so that the log sections can be securely
attached.

The finished blocks can be any wood samples
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which plainly show the two types of cuts.

Paint the backing board and blade for the oest contrast
and spray the other components with a clear finish .
Sheet metal joint board.

Another aid which would

be used mainly by the pupil is the sheet metal joint
board (Figure 13).
This board has at least one unique advantage over
other aids.

Most shops are troubled with dry, dusty conditions.

The plastic cover wh ich is bound to the base keeps this aid
permanently clean.

This form of constructi on is also
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unique in that it protects the aid from rough handling .
If the cover is damaged it is easier to replace it than
the entire a.1.d .
The set of lap joints, butt joints , and others is
designed for a sheet metal class .

The aid shows a comparison

not easily shown in textbooks .
The teacher should illustrate and demonstrate
joint construction on the chalkboard and with the actual
materials .

Then , as the student performs his work he is

able to refer to the joint board to refresh his knowledge
of the construction and nomenclature .

Fl GVRE
SHIIT

MSlAL

11.
JOINT IOARD
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Wood finishing bo~rd.

Another of the self-teaching

aids which each shop should bave,in one form or another,
is the wood finishing board (Figure 14) .

The advantages

of this board are:
1.

Students can see the actual finish and thus
see what color and grain features are most
emphasized .

2.

From this they can select a finish for their
particular need .

3.

From the information included in chart form
they can see the strong and weak points of
the finishes .

4.

Students learn to recognize types of wood
because they are labeled.

WOOD

Fl6Ullt

14

FINl5HING

801\llO
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The physical make-up of the board will probably
vary with the class needs.

A beginning class in general

shop would gain more from a less complex grouping, while
an advanced woods class would gain more from a more
extensive aid.
The aid should be constructed with a plywood

backing.

Nails or hooks !or hanging the samples make

them more versatile and give the students a chance to
look at them more closely and feel the wood.
The ooard should have some method for mounting
related information, whether it be nails, clips, or a
special holder.
Potterz construction series.

The final aid

mentioned in this group is one which takes little more
than planning.

This is the picture series aid such as

the one on pottery (Figure 15).
The ba.sis for a series is organization.

The series

can be used wherever a step-by-step procedure is to be
shown.

Each step which the instructor feels is important

should be written down beforehand.

Then, a systematic

outline can be followed in snapping the photographs.
The series aid is useful to students even with
no explanation from the teacher.

They may be left separated

for individual use or be placed together as a chart and
hung up near the work area.
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The series on pottery construction shows the
main steps in throwing , firing , and glazing pottery .

The

s tudents would be expected to gain knowledge of terms and
methods from reading and lecture .

Having done this the

pictures , simply labeled , should guide the learner .
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this research has been to
(1) describe and evaluate several specific teaching aids
and (2) use these examples to show some possible roles of
teaching aids in industrial arts.
The authorities cited agree that there is a need
for audio-visual materials.

They suggest that these

advantages can be gained with good aids:

1.

They supply a concrete basis for conceptual
thinking.

2.

They carry a high interest factor.

3.

They stimulate self-activity.

4.

They provide experience not feasible with
the real thing.

5.

They often eliminate danger.

The selection of aids should be made in terms of
how well they perform their intended function.

It is

suggested that aids be judged by the following criteria:

1.

Accuracy and authenticity.

2.

Level of use.

3.

Technical qualities.

4.

Unique advantages.

For this study fifteen aids were selected which
the author felt represented three different groups of
aids.
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The aids were grouped as (1) teacher operated aids,
(2) teacher-pupil operated aids, and (3) pupil operated aids.

Each aid was placed in its proper group, was described, and
was evaluated concerning its value in the industrial arts
area.
Conclusions
After reviewing considerable literature written
by competent men in the audio-visual and industrial arts
fields, this author has reached four basic conclusions.
First, teaching aids, as defined in this paper,
definitely do have a place in industrial arts.

Their

place depends largely upon the ingenuity of the individual
instructor.
Second, there is a definite lack of research done
on audio-visuals in industrial arts.

Much more research

could be done on an individual basis.

Instructors must

muster the energy required to send their contributions to
professional magazines such as Industrial _¥'ts~~
Y~!ional Education.

Likewise, these instructors must be

willing to read and evaluate those articles concerning
research.
Third, aids should be built only to fill a special
need.

This need implies that there is no better way to

present the information.
Fourth, no aid can take the place of the teacher.
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In support of this Sands states:
No single mechanical or electronic device is
ever going to become a substitute for competent
teaching, for the value of any device will always
be proportionate to the intelligence of the use
made of it. (23:439)
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